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    Abstract: With the increase of digital transactions, providing 
security for the network and its devices is a big challenge today. 
Sensitive information that has more value in the network is to be 
protected from unauthorized users in accessing it. Various 
algorithms are being developed to provide security services for the 
data. In this paper security is provided by using pixel value 
differencing technique. Valuable data is embedded in each of the 
component of color like red, blue and green of a pixel in a color 
image. In addition to that in providing additional security pixel 
value has been updated conditionally, that would be more complex 
to trace the incremented or decremented bits in a pixel of the 
stegoimage. From this experiment the proposed method provides 
better visual quality of stego image. This proposed algorithm is 
suitable for small business applications where small size data is 
important and threats are more common.  
 
       Keywords: Security services, pixel, image, pixel value 
difference, Encryption, Decryption.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Techniques to provide security for information started 
increasing in many applications with digital transactions. The 
outcome is that people can purchase books, watch movies, 
contact other places very easily, purchase goods, etc 
[10].This increase is with the innovation and wide spread of 
internet technology and it has turned into the most significant 
event in current world history [5]. With this connectivity one 
can get the related information that belongs to their filed with 
less difficulty [9]. As data is in digital form that helps to 
exchange easily through internet and duplication of data is 
very much possible protecting the rights of the owner is 
becoming difficult. The corresponding owners of the data are 
with thought that they require new technologies that are 
promising to safe guard their rights [6], [7], [8]. In earlier 
days security was provided by encrypting the traffic and that 
is not sufficient to protect the network and data. In the recent 
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past with the rapid growth in software programming on 
internet technologies a lot of work is going on to hide 
information in different information [11].    
Since then various techniques were developed in protecting 
the data from unauthorized access from accessing 
information without the owner permission [18], [19]. The 
most widely used and strong techniques are cryptography and 
steganography [12] [13]. Cryptography is the one that 
encrypts the secret information and transforms into other 
form by using secret key that can be decrypted with the same 
secret only.  Even though unauthorized persons can access 
the encrypted form, the information cannot be understood or 
it is difficult to read it [14], [15], [16] [12]. Steganography is 
another science in providing security that hides the 
information and that cannot appear to users [17]. 

A. Steganography 

Cryptography hides with the help of certain algorithms 
that scrambles the secret message that is to be transmitted 
whereas steganography hides the secret message and that 
cannot be seen. Every steganography algorithms that is to be 
developed has to satisfy three goals like security, capacity 
and robustness. Figure 1 illustrates the general seganograhic 
system that hides the data in a cover image and the resultant 
image is called as stego image. This type of communication is 
a secret communication that provides more security and 
gained significance in several different areas.  

 
Fig. 1. General framework of steganography 

The basic concept of steganographic system is that the 
presence of data cannot be intercepted unless its existence is 
exposed. Steganography concentrates on making alterations 
to host file in a way that is both unseen and unnoticeable. 
With a success ratio about more than 50 percent in 
steganographic algorithms, it indicates that the persons 
cannot conclude about presence of data within the image.  
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As human eye cannot notice the presence of data withinthe 
image then it is up to the computer to find the variations and 
authenticate the presence of data embedded.  

II.  BACKGRUND STUDY 

To hide data a technique along with genetic algorithm was 
developed by Wang et al. This technique is to increase the 
quality of the stego image [2]. Chang et al. developed a 
well-organized active programming approach to decrease the 
computational time [3]. Chan and Cheng projected a method 
that embeds data using simple LSB substitution [4]. This 
method follows optimal pixel adjustment process. A new 
scheme was developed to hide huge quantity of data with 
good quality by Wu and Tsai. Here in this proposal 
stego-image pixel value-differencing method was used [1].  

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The word steganography is the combination of two Greek 
words Stegano refers as sealed and Graphy refers to writing 
and with a meaning of secret writing. This science is 
extremely old one that embeds secret information in other 
data. This is carried out by using certain rules and techniques. 
With this type of embedding unauthorized users cannot see or 
identify the hidden information. Through in steganography, 
information can be sent in a secret path but it is invisible. 
Figure1 demonstrates the practice of embedding data and 
extracting data.  While protection data by means of 
steganograpy embedded information is not visible to others 
and this process does not disgrace the quality of original 
information.  

 
Fig. 2. Taxonomy of steganography 

Steganographic algorithms are generally divided into two 
categories. They are Spatial Domain steganography 
techniques and Transform Domain steganography 
techniques. The taxonomy of steganography is shown in 
figure 2. 

A. Spatial Domain Steganography Techniques 

This work is based on Spatial Domain Steganography. The 
spatial technique utilizes the gray level of pixel and their 
color standards straightly for embedding the secret bits. This 
technique has simple methods for embedding and extracting 
in terms of complexity. The main advantage of these 
techniques is the quantity of preservative noise that sneaks 
into the image. This reliably have an effect on peak signal to 
noise ratio and statistical properties of an image. In addition 

to that these algorithms are mainly useful for lossless image 
compression methods. Common algorithm that belongs to 
this category is least significant bit technique. In this 
substitution technique, least significant bit of binary sign of 
grey level pixel is used to indicate message bit.       

B. Transform Domain Steganography Technique 

Transform domain techniques generally encodes the message 
bits in transform domain coefficients of image. Embedding 
the content in the transform domain is extensively used for 
watermarking.  These techniques are generally applicable to 
watermarking aspect of data hiding to its robust property. 
This technique has high embedding and extraction 
complexity.  

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Each pixel in cover image is by the composition of RGB 
colors. The value of each pixel is 24 bits, where 8 bits belongs 
to red, 8 to green and 8 for blue as shown in figure 3. In this 
work, all the three colors are made useful to hide data within 
image. Every part of each color from first two adjacent pixel 
of a block has been separated as shown in figure 3.  

 
Fig. 3. Components of adjacent pixels 

The difference between two pixels of same color is calculated 
as di. For the difference values optimal range for each color is 
calculated.  The optimal range is processed by using range 
table as shown in figure 4. This is to find out the numbers of 
secret bits to embed in cover image. Throughout this work 
Pixel Value Difference (PVD) technique is applied to hide 
secret message in cover image.  

 
Fig. 4. Components of adjacent pixels 

To provide more security to embedded data, LSB value of 
each color in first pixel of block 1 is considered.    

Pixel 1              Pixel 2 

R-01000010(66)         R-01000100(68) 
G-00101111(47)         G-00100101(42) 
B-01000101(69)         B-01001000(72) 

If it is 0 then the corresponding decimal value in second pixel 
of the same block is increment by 1.  
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If it is 1 then it is decremented by 1. The change in pixel 2 
values is shown in the example below. The resultant pixels 
form stego image. 

Pixel 2 
R-01000101(69) 
G-00101001(41) 
B-01000111(71) 

A. Framework for Encryption 

Embedding and extraction of data by using new technique is 
shown in figure 5 and 6. 

 

Fig. 5. Block Diagram of Encryption Process 

B. Encryption Algorithm 

Step 1: Select cover image to hide secret data  
Step 2: Select Pain text to hide inside cover image and   
             convert it into binary form 
Step 3: In a block consider first two adjacent pixels of  
            cover image for embedding 
Step 4: Separate the colors in each pixel into red, green, and  
            blue of each block. Convert each color value into  
            binary form 
Step 5: Compute the difference ‘di’ between the  
            pixels of Pi and Pi+1 

where di = |Pi - Pi+1| 
Step 6: Calculate the range ‘Ri’ for ‘di’ by using range table 
Step 7: Find the optimal range for ‘Ri’for each color, 

                               where optimal range for Ri = min(Ui – di) 
Step 8: Compute ‘m’, the number of bits of plain text to hide         
            in cover image for each color, 

     where m = log2 (Ui – Li) 
Step 9: For each color read ‘m’ bits and embed the bits in the  
               Pi, Pi+1 of the block 

where Pi belongs to first pixel and 
Pi+1 belongs to second pixel of a block 

Step 10: Calculate the values of new pixels denoted as p1
i,  

              p1
i+1 

Step 11: If LSB in P1
i = 0 then increment P1

i+1 by 1 
              Or If LSB in P1

i = 1 then decrement P1
i+1 by 1 

Step 12: Construct image from the pixels P1
i, P1

i+1…, P1
i+n 

Step 13: The resultant image is the stego object with secret  
               text embedded 

C. Framework for Decryption 

  
Fig. 6. Block Diagram of Encryption Process 

D. Decryption Algorithm 

STEP1: Read stego object 
STEP2: Construct block considering two adjacent pixels 

of  Stego object 
STEP3: Separate the colors red, green, and blue for each  
              pixel in every block 
STEP4: Perform reverse operation to the pixels in each   
              block. If LSB in P1

i = 0 then decrement P1
i+1 by 1,   

              Or If LSB in P1
i = 1 then increment P1

i+1 by 1 
STEP5: Calculate the 

difference ‘di’ 
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STEP6: Calculate ‘Ri’ the appropriate range for the  
              difference ‘di’ 
STEP7: Find ‘m’ the number of bits to be extracted 
STEP8: Extract ‘m’ bits from the image 
STEP9: The extracted bits are the bits of secret  
              Data 
 

V. RESULTS 

A. Results of Embedding  

Results of embedding by using cover image and secret data 
‘LAST’ are tabulated in Table I, II and III. Figure 7 is the 
cover image that is used in hiding data and figure 8 is the 
object that contains data in it.  

Table –I: Results of Embedding process 
Cover 
Image 

Block 
Number  

Pixel 
Number 

Color  
Separation  

Pixel 
 value 

Binary 
Form 

Secret 
data 

Binary 
form 

Fig. 7 
C 
O 
V 
E 
R 
 
I 

M 
A 
G 
E 

 
 
 

Block-1 

 
 P1(Pi) 

R 72 01001000  
L 
 
 

A 
 
 

S 
 
 

T 

 
01001100 

 
 

01000001 
 
 

01010011 
 
 

01010100 

G 46 00101110 
B 62 00111110 

 
P2(Pi+1) 

R 71 01000111 
G 42 00101010 
B 70 01000110 

 
 
 

Block-2 

 
P3(Pi) 

R 71 01000111 
G 44 00101100 
B 67 01000011 

 
P4(Pi+1) 

R 70 01000110 
G 43 00101011 
B 72 01001000 

Table-II: Results of Embedding process continued
Calculate Difference 

di=|pi-pi+1|  
Identifying ‘di’ in Range 

table 
Ri= 

min(Ui-di) 
Optimal Range  No., of bits to embed 

m=log2(Ui-Li) 

R=1 0-7 6 0-7 R=3 

G=4 0-7 3 0-7 G=3 
B=8 8-15 7 0-7 B=3 
R=1 0-7 6 0-7 R=3 

G=1 0-7 6 0-7 G=3 

B=5 0-7 2 0-7 B=3 

Table-III: Results of Embedding process continued 
Embedded Pixels  Deriving 

New pixel  
Check LSB 

of Pi 
Updating 

Pi+1 
Stego Object 

Pixel 
Number 

Color  
Separation 

Binary 
form 

Color 
value 

Pixel 
 No 

Fig. 8 
 

S 
T 
E 
G 
O 
 

O 
B 
J 
E 
C 
T 
 

 
 P1(Pi) 

R 01001010 74 R = 0 
G = 0 
B = 0 

 R=74  
P1 G 00101100 44 G=44 

B 00111000 56 B=56 
 

P2(Pi+1) 
R 01000011 67  67+1=68 

42+1=43 
69+1=70 

R=68  
P2 G 00101010 42 G=43 

B 01000101 69 B=70 
 

P3(Pi) 
R 01000010 66 R = 0 

G = 1 
B = 1 

 R=66  
P3 G 00101111 47 G=47 

B 01000101 69 B=69 
 

P4(Pi+1) 
R 01000100 68  68+1=69 

42-1=41 
72-1=71 

R=69  
P4 G 00101010 42 G=41 

B 01001000 72 B=71 

B. Results of Extraction  

Results of extraction are shown in Table IV and in Table V.  

 

 

Table-IV: Results of Extraction process 

Stego Object  Check LSB 
of Pi 

Updating 
Pi+1 

Deriving New Pixel 

Pixel 
Number 

Color  
Separation 

Decimal 
value 

Binary 
form 

Color 
value 

Pixel 
 No 

 
 P1(Pi) 

R 74 01001010 R = 0 
G = 0 
B = 0 

 R=74  
P1 G 44 00101100 G=44 

B 56 00111000 B=56 
 

P2(Pi+1) 
R 68 01000100  68-1=67 

43-1=42 
70-1=69 

R=67  
P2 G 43 00101011 G=42 

B 70 01000110 B=69 
 R 66 01000010 R = 0  R=66  
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P3(Pi) G 47 00101111 G = 1 
B = 1 

G=47 P3 
B 69 01000101 B=69 

 
P4(Pi+1) 

R 69 01000101  69-1=68 
41+1=42 
71+1=72 

R=68  
P4 

 G 41 00101001   G=42  
B 71 01000111 B=72 
 

 
Table-V: Results of Extraction process continued 

Difference 
calculation 
di=|pi-pi+1| 

Identifying di 
in Range 

table 

Select No of Bits 
to Extract 

m=log2 (Ui-Li) 

Secret Data  

Block 
No 

Pixel No Binary 
form  

Original 
Data 

R=7 0-7 3  
 

Block-1 

 
 P1(Pi) 

 
 

01001100 
01000001 

L 

G=2 0-7 3 

 
P2(Pi+1) 

A 

B=13 8-15 3 

R=2 0-7 3  
 

Block-2 

 
P3(Pi) 

 
 

01010011 
01010100 

S 

G=5 0-7 3 

 
P4(Pi+1) 

T 

B=3 0-7 3 

 

  

 

 
 
 

Fig. 7. Cover Image  

 
Fig. 8. Stego Object 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This work started with the discussion of different 
steganographic method that is used for hiding data by using 
pixel value differencing in colour images. Here in this work 
original PVD method is used. The range table is used to find 
the optimal range and to find the number of bits that are to be 
embedded. Along with PVD after embedding in pixels the 
value of next pixel is either incremented or decremented 
based on condition discussed. This work is on color images 
and it provides better security than original PVD that is used 
in grey scale images. This new technique also provides better 
quality of resultant stego object in terms of visual effect. At 
other end while extracting the secret data this new technique 
extracts data efficiently. While extracting original cover 
image is not used. 
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